
Northern Boxer Club Open Show 

Sunday 16th October 2016 

Special Award Stakes 

Judge: Martin Wyles 

 

I was very honoured to be asked to judge the first Mary Laing Memorial Stakes-

I believe the committee are considering making it an annual event at their 

October show. As always at the Northern we enjoyed a very warm welcome 

and great hospitality, thank you all. 

 

S.A.S Junior Dog or Bitch (17, 7A) 

1st Hyde: STOTHARD PURE DIDLY DOKELY. Very smart brindle/white male of 

good substance, tight feet and excellent musculation. Good reach of neck, well 

balanced head with correct rise of skull, dark eye and one of the best mouths 

of the day. Good clean movement both front and rear. Put down in excellent 

condition and handled with professionalism. 

2nd McCarthy & Gething: CH SUNVALLEY HEART ON FIRE at JEDDHI. Another 

excellent example of the breed. A very pretty bitch that I have admired from 

outside of the ring and had all the qualities of my winner. A very close decision 

but on the day I felt the male just made it. 

3rd Murfin & Renshaw Turner: FARVALLEY SHOOTING STAR 

 

S.A.S Post Graduate Dog or Bitch (22, 4A) 

1st Mullis: IDLEFORD PRIME SUSPECT JW. Very smart upstanding brindle male, 

full of quality. Good topline, excellent bone, tight feet and correct angulation. 

Very good musculation which can only come from the correct exercise. Good 

length of neck leading to a well balanced head with correct muzzle to skull 

ratio, dark eye and pleasing mouth. One of the good movers of the day. A 

pleasure to go over him. I was very pleased to award him Best in Stakes 

Classes. 

 

 

 



2nd Beardsell, Van-Beck & Fielding: NEWLAITHE THE FUGITIVE. Nicely made dog 

with a square compact body and excellent balance. Good musculation and 

movement. Good reach of neck leading to a well balanced head with dark eye. 

Gave my winner a run for his money. 

3rd Carter: LULLMIRE ADAM GUESSING at SUSANCAR.  

 

S.A.S Open Dog or Bitch (9, 3A) 

1st Murfin: FARVALLEY INSTANT LOVE. Very smart brindle bitch. Square with a 

lovely outline and correct angulation. Good reach of neck leading to a nicely 

balanced head with correct muzzle width and dark eye. A lovely bitch that 

moved and showed well and pushed my P.G. winner for best in stakes. 

2nd Clayforth: CASUAL AFFAIR with FAERDORN. A quality male with a lovely 

square outline. Would have liked a bit more of him but he was well balanced 

with good topline, correct bone and tight feet. Correct muzzle to skull ration 

and dark eye. Moved well and handled with confidence. 

3rd Beardsell, Van-Beck & Welch: NEWLAITHE TROJAN for TREJU. 

 


